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Brief and objectives: 

Regional charity North West Cancer Research funds research into those cancers which 

have the biggest impact on the North West and North Wales. In this region you are three 

times more likely to develop head and neck cancer than anywhere else in the UK. 

NWCR wanted a campaign which would create engagement and raise awareness of this 

cancer killer. 

Two primary objectives for the campaign were: 

1. Raise awareness of head and neck cancers among a male audience in the North 

West of England and North Wales 

2. Raise the charity’s profile among a new audience group and engage key 

stakeholders. 

 

The idea, research and planning: 

At the very beginning of the planning process, we worked with NWCR’s head and neck 

cancer experts to develop an understanding of why this type of cancer is so prolific in the 

region and which group of people it effects most – this helped inform our strategic approach. 

This research showed: 

• In some parts of the region your likelihood of being diagnosed with head and neck 

cancer is three times more than the rest of the UK 

• Men are three times more at risk than women 

• Men aged 50-65 are within the greatest risk group – often presenting with late 

diagnosis. 

We used YouGov’s profiling tools to understand what motivates this audience group. Key 

findings were: 

• Strong interest in sports – 34% more likely to follow a regional football team 



• 60% more likely to listen to radio news and 45% more likely to read tabloid titles 

• Most likely to have used Facebook in the last 30 days. 

We used these findings to inform the format of, and relevant channels for our campaign 

activity. 

 

Strategy, tactics, creativity and innovation: 

Due to the statistics above, we wanted to focus on reaching out to men in our key age 

bracket. We learnt that many men stay silent when it comes to symptoms associated with 

head and neck cancer, so we created a campaign entitled #speakout. 

The key message of the campaign was to inform men of common symptoms and to 

encourage them to ‘speak out’ if they noticed any of them. 

Centred around a piece of video content, we developed an integrated communications 

strategy which include media relations, organic social content, social advertising and 

influencer outreach, ensuring cut through across our target audience group. 

Tactics included: 

• Video planning and delivery 

• Celebrity/influencer outreach and engagement 

• Campaign landing page, which included online symptoms checker 

• Campaign press release and case studies 

• Social advertising – aimed at men aged 50+ living in the North West and North 

Wales 

• Infographic of symptoms. 

Creativity and innovation: 

BIG developed the video script which centred around the #speakout theme. The script was 

concise and to the point, helping ensure a delivery which would make our target audience sit 

up, listen and take notice. 

We knew we needed a point of differentiation to encourage video views and shares, so we 

enlisted the support of celebrity ambassadors who are well known in the region and 

appealed to our target audience. 

BIG utilised its contacts, to secure male ambassadors from sports groups (including Everton 

FC and Warrington Wolves) actors, radio presenters and comedians – all of who delivered a 

single impactful line of the script and supported the cause completely free of charge. 

 



Delivery: 

Ahead of the month-long campaign which would launch in May 2019. BIG managed the 

creation and delivery of the video content with our video partner, including script drafts, 

directing and overseeing edits. 

We drafted regional case studies of male head and neck cancer survivors and had a real 

coup in securing support from BBC Radio 6 presenter Mark Radcliffe, who shared his 

personal head and cancer story, becoming the face of the campaign. 

We worked with Daily Express and its associated titles on an exclusive interview with Mark 

and then followed this with a regional and national mail out which secured broadcast 

interviews on BBC Radio Five Live and regional stations. 

The video was launched, online and on social media, in conjunction with news coverage and 

campaign ambassadors shared the video with the #SpeakOut hashtag. 

Given the specific audience group we recommended a series of Facebook adverts which 

targeted men aged 50+ in the North West and North Wales. A series of two adverts were 

created, one which linked to the video and the other an infographic of the symptoms 

checker. Ad spend was £500. 

 

Measurement and evaluation:  

Clear KPIs were implemented at the start of the campaign to ensure effective evaluation 

against objectives. 

Objective 1: Raise awareness of head and neck cancers among a male audience in the 

North West of England. 

Outcomes: 

• Secured 234 million opportunities to see in 57 items of coverage, which included 

tabloids and broadcast channels we know our target audience engage with - target of 

500,000 

• 95% of coverage contained a link to the video and/or online symptoms checker - 

target of 75% 

• Campaign video viewed more than 21,000 times in one month – target of 1,000 

views 

• Social adverts viewed 145,617 times reaching 51,951 of the target demographic 

• Campaign landing page received 557 visits in one month, 30% attributable to PR and 

social activity. 78% were new users and 85% from North West of England or North 

Wales. 

 

 



Objective 2: Raise the charity’s profile among a new audience group and engage key 

stakeholders. 

Outcomes: 

• Secured 12 campaign ambassadors which fit our target demographic – against a 

target of ten 

• NWCR are already working with three campaign supporters to become long-term 

ambassadors for the charity. 

 

Budget and campaign impact:  

Budget: £16,500 - including planning, research, video creation, campaign delivery and 

measurement and evaluation. 

By convincing local celebrities to deliver our key messages in a compelling way, we created 

an impactful campaign that surpassed all objectives. The mix of regional and national 

coverage created a halo effect and a huge surge in awareness of this important regional 

health issue. 

NWCR now has a strong foundation on which to continue the campaign in 2020, further 

increasing awareness, engagement and ultimately saving lives. 

 


